An Overview to zMaint
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Diversity provides
flexibility
Automate successfully

zMaint is available in different
stages of expansion and service
levels. The entry-level into zMaint
Managed Service is the “Light“
module and, as the final
expansion stage, the “Premium“ Module.

Software Maintenance for mainframe environments can be very complex even for
experienced systems programmers. This situation can lead to major issues such as
becoming back-level and lead to a lack of support to applications, or delays on
planned hardware upgrades.

Which module is right for you,
depends on different
parameters. These include the
number of staff available, the
operational, and availability
requirements that put your
company on the mainframe
platform.

zMaint
The foundation for your system stability
•

With zMaint you can stay up to date with your systems, optimize, and automate
your processes for a highly efficient and resilient mainframe operation.

•

This service takes over the installation, maintenance, and migration of your z/OS
software based on your zMaint Managed Service module (Light, Basic, Advanced
or Premium) and for both IBM and ISV software in the mainframe area.

•

Each zMaint module comes with a full set of installation sources supplied, which
allows zMaint to be installed on short notice and ensures a high level of quality
and repeatability.

•

Depending on the licensed zMaint module, SVA Software, Inc. carries out
extensive and comprehensive testing for the software installation. The zMaint
Managed Service does not make any changes to your business data or the current
system environment. As a zMaint customer, you can choose and switch between
the different modules which provide flexibility for your setup, upgrades and always
fit your framework conditions – flexibility even at short notice.

We are happy to help
you evaluate the right
zMaint module for
your particular needs.

Installation of SMP/E and non-SMP/E software, creation of a
system pack with your naming protocols, including complete
customization, IVP test and basic system test.

Your responsibility

Our service

LIGHT
We deliver your installation base

BASIC
We complement a system concept
with your naming protocols

ADVANCED
We take responsibility for your system
maintenance

PREMIUM

Delivery and system testing, tests approval, handover to
production, support in CPI management, project collaboration,
consulting, introduction of new functionalities, etc.

Standardized processes
increase your security
With zMaint, your systems are automatically updated with the latest versions
from a software repository, the complete delivery takes place at intervals
agreed and coordinated with you to ensure a smooth process.
We provide you with reliable, production-ready z/OS systems. Our delivery
manager and product managers will be in close contact with you to ensure
highly available operation on your side.

Our zMaint
Premium package
The Premium Package is the “all-round carefree“ module of the zMaint Service.
As part of a service contingent, this package includes all the know-how support
your product managers require. The type and level of support can be flexibly
adjusted during the contract period, so that you have the flexibility to react
quickly to changing market conditions. We support you on a project-related or
permanent basis, depending on your needs.
Find more information at:
https://www.svasoftware.com/zmaint/

We support you outside the
maintenance process
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